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Being a consulting Chief Architect

All the responsibility with none of the authority
Specializations

Enterprise Architecture

Software Architecture

Infrastructure Architecture

Information Architecture

Business Architecture

6 foundation Pillars

Human Dynamics

Quality Attributes

IT Environment

Business Technology Strategy

<Architecture Specialization>
What is a Consulting Chief Architect anyway
Chief Architect, Rapid Response, Microsoft
Modern technical leadership

- Is Earned
- Understands
- Orchestrates
How does it work ...
Really?

• under pressure
• under attack
• fast
• safely hand off
Affected Communities need different support

- Survivors
- Leaders
- Responders
Three Simple Steps

- Establish Credibility
- Gather Authority
- Make promises and keep them (become Trusted)
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Do valuable things

- Shift Risk
- Provide bespoke solutions to problems
- Make it easier to achieve business/mission outcomes
Leave them
Really, get out

- with tools that make them better
- Safe to continue